Strong solvability and uniqueness in Sobolev space W2'"(Çl) are proved for the Dirichlet problem \a'J(x, u)Djju + b(x, u, Du) = 0 a.e. Í2 u = <p on d£l.
Introduction
The main purpose of the present article is to study strong solvability of the Dirichlet problem for quasilinear elliptic equations. More precisely, we deal with the equation n (0.1) Yl «V(*'> u)Duu + b(x, u, Du) = 0, i, j=i assuming a'J'(x, z) and b(x, z, p), (x, z, p) £ Q x R x R", to be Carathéodory's functions. Our aim is to prove existence and uniqueness of a twice weakly differentiable function u(x) satisfying (0.1) almost everywhere in Q c R" , with Dirichlet boundary data.
The classical boundary value problem for (0.1) with sufficiently smooth coefficients and nonlinear term has been very well studied (cf. [GT] ). Furthermore, assuming the principal coefficients a'j to be merely continuous functions and employing L9-Schauder theory for linear elliptic operators, it is possible to derive suitable a priori bounds and therefore to prove various existence results. We refer to the papers by Tomi [To] , Amann and Crandall [AC] (in the semilinear case a1' = a'J(x)) for the classical solvability, and to those by Troianiello [Tr] and Lieberman [L] in the case of weakly differentiable solutions. All these results assumed the nonlinear term b(x, z, p) to grow at most quadratically in the gradient. On the other hand, there is a classical result due to Miranda [M] concerning W2 < 2-solvability for semilinear operators with coefficients a'j(x) £ Wx>" and strictly sub-quadratic growth in b(x, z, p) with respect to p .
Our goal here is to investigate Dirichlet's problem for (0.1) weakening the assumptions on the behavior of the coefficients a'J(x, z) in the x variables. Precisely we assume the coefficients to belong to the class of functions with vanishing mean oscillation ( VMO) locally uniformly in z . A natural background for these considerations is the recently developed L?-Schauder theory of linear elliptic operators with VMOnL°° coefficients (see [CFL1, CFL2] ). It is easily seen that both cases aij £ C° or aij £Wx-n imply ai} £ VMO (cf. [CFL1, §2] ).
The main tool in proving our existence result (Theorem 1.1) is the LeraySchauder fixed point theorem that reduces solvability of Dirichlet's problem to the establishment of a suitable a priori estimate for solutions of (0.1 ) (in our case, the Wx • 2"(f2)-estimate). We start with ||w||i00(n)-bound that follows easily from the Aleksandrov-Pucci maximum principle. The second step in this procedure is to control modulus of continuity of u(x). Indeed, Krylov-Safonov's Harnack inequality leads to an a priori bound for a suitable Holder norm of u. In order to estimate the L2"(Q) norm of the gradient Du , independently of u , we employ a method introduced by Tomi [To] and refined by Amann and Crandall [AC] . The idea is to imbed the problem into a family of Dirichlet problems depending on a parameter o, with solutions va for a £ [0, 1 ]. If we are able to control the Wl'2n-norm of the difference v"x -v"2 for sufficiently small \ox-a2\ then \\Dv{a=x}\\L2nw can be estimated in terms of \\Dv{a=o}\\L2",a) after iteration. Thus the desired L2"-gradient bound for u(x) -W{<j=i} follows assuming in addition that we have unique solvability for the considered family. The crucial step in these investigations is ensured by the linear L9-estimate for elliptic operators with VMO coefficients due to Chiarenza, Frasca and Longo (see [CFL2] ). Applying again that result, and bearing in mind the Wx'2"(inbound we had proved before, it is easy to estimate the W2< "-norm of solution of (0.1).
Let us point out that the approach used here implies strong solvability for (0.1) based merely on L2"-a priori (not L°°!) estimate for the gradient. In other words, we are able to prove the existence of strong solution of (0.1 ) without any requirements on L*(i2)-integrability of b(x, z, p) with respect to x, q > n, as it was done in [Tr] and [L] . Indeed, if we assume more regularity on the data (cf. Corollaries 1.2 and 2.7) then the L2"-estimate for the gradient leads automatically to Holder C1' 1_«(Q)-bound through W2< ^-estimate and Morrey's lemma.
Finally, uniqueness assertions (Theorem 1.4 and Corollary 1.5) are consequences of Aleksandrov-Pucci maximum principle assuming in addition b(x, z, p) to be Lipschitz continuous with respect to p .
Basic assumptions and main results
Let Q be a bounded domain in R" , n > 2. The Sobolev space of ktimes weakly differentiable functions whose derivatives D"u ( |«| < A:) are Lq-summable over Q is denoted as usual by Wk'q(i\), and W0k'q(il) is the closure of Cq(£1) with respect to the Sobolev norm || • || . ? . In what follows we adopt the standard summation convention that repeated indices mean summation from 1 to « .
We are aimed at the investigation of the strong solvability of the Dirichlet problem {a'j(x, u)D¿jU + b(x, u, Du) = 0 a.e. Q u = cp on 8Q, where cp£W2>»(Çï). As usual, by strong solution of ( 1.1 ) we mean a twice weakly differentiable function (u £ W2'q(Q), q > 1) that satisfies equation above almost everywhere, and u-cp £ Wç'q(ÇÏ).
Throughout the paper we shall suppose that the functions a'J(x, z) and b(x, z, p) are Carathéodory functions, i.e., they are measurable in x £ Q for all z £ R, p £ R" , and continuous with respect to the other variables for almost all x £ Cl.
In order to state the main result, we give a list of assumptions. As it concerns the function b(x, z, p) we assume: Quadratic growth with respect to the gradient:
where ¡v(t) is a positive non-decreasing function and bx(x) £ L"(Çl). Monotonicity of b(x, z, p) with respect to z :
We are now in a position to formulate our existence result.
Theorem 1.1. Let Q c R" be a bounded and C1, ' regular domain and suppose conditions (1.2)-(1.6) to be fulfilled. Then the problem (1.1) is solvable in the strong sense, i.e. for each <p £ W2' "(SI) there exists a function u £ W2> "(SI) satisfying the equation in (1.1) almost everywhere, and u-cp £ WQX' "(SI).
Using Theorem 1.1, the regularity theory for linear elliptic equations with VMO coefficients due to [CFL2], as well as the usual "bootstrap" arguments, there are no difficulties in obtaining the following regularity result. 3. In § §2, 3 we shall employ Chiarenza-Frasca-Longo's solvability result [CFL2] that requires the coefficients of linear elliptic equation to be in VMO(R"). Having a function defined on Si that is VMO in sense of (1.4) it is possible to extend it to all R" preserving the FA/0-modulus by means of [Acq, Proposition 1.3] . In the following we will use this remark without explicit reference.
4. Assumption (1.5) on the quadratic growth of b(x, z, p) with respect to the gradient is optimal for the existence result even in the case of constant coefficients, as shown by examples due to Nagumo [Ng] and Serrin [S] . _ 5. Theorem 1.1 holds true in the more restrictive case of continuous in QxR coefficients aij(x, z). In fact, (1.3) is fulfilled with pm(í) replaced by the supremum of the moduli of continuity of aij(x, z) with respect to z, and (1.4) is satisfied too if we put rjM(r) to be the maximal x-continuity modulus of a'j(x, z).
Further, if a'j(x, z) £ Wx>" with respect to x, locally uniformly in z, then a'-* £ VMO again ( [CFL1, § 2] ). In such a way Theorem 1.1 may be considered as a generalization of Miranda's semilinear (a'j = a'J(x)) result (see [M] ) that ensures strong solvability of (1.1) assuming a'J(x) £ Wx'"(Si) and strictly sub-quadratic gradient growth in (1.5).
6. Monotonicity assumption (1.6) will be employed in § 2 in order to derive an a priori bound for L°°-solution's norms. Because of the use of AleksandrovPucci's maximum principle it may be replaced by the following more general ones:
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where h £ L"(Si), g £ L^R"), and JQ h" dx < /R" g" dp (see [GT, Chap- ter 10] for details).
Uniqueness for the Dirichlet problem (1.1) can be proved in the wider class w£¿ "(SI) n C°(Si) in a special case concerning the structure of the coefficients and the nonlinear term. Theorem 1.4. Suppose the coefficients a'-> of (I.I) to be bounded and measurable functions that are independent of z, and let (1.2) to hold with constant k. Assume further that b(x, z, p) is non-increasing in z, a.e. in Si, Vp £ R" , and let Remark 1.6. 1. It is well-known from the classical theory of quasilinear elliptic equations ( [GT] ) that unicity cannot be expected for (1.1) if the coefficients a'-> depend on z. 2. Assumption (1.7) ensures uniqueness cannot be weakened to Holder continuity of b(x, z, p) with respect to p as is shown by the next simple example.
Let Í2 = {x £ R": \x\ < 1}, d > 1, a £ (0, 1). Then the functions u\(x) = 0 and u2(x) = 1 -\x\8 solve the Dirichlet problem (Au + dx~a(n + 6-2)|x|(0-')(1-Q)-1|JDw|a = 0 a.e. Si
[u = 0 on 8Si.
A PRIORI ESTIMATES
This section is devoted to the establishment of all the a priori estimates needed in §3 for applying Leray-Schauder's fixed point theorem.
We start with a simple auxiliary result on composition. 
where e/j(M, r) is the modulus of continuity of u. On the other hand,
by virtue of (1.4). So sup/(/>) < 2||a||¿00(SilJa||M||ioo(£2)(e(j(M, r)) + i7||B||i00(n) (r) and therefore sup/)<r/(/?) -» 0 as r -► 0. Thus a'J(x, u(x)) £ VMO, and moreover the FMO-modulus of the composition is bounded in terms of IIwII¿°=(í¡) as weu as °f a monotone function of the w-continuity modulus. D
We now aim to establish an a priori bound of ||w|| , 2" for the strong solutions u £ W2' "(Si) of (1.1). For, we shall estimate successively \\u the continuity modulus of u, and ||Z)w|| 2n 2.1. A priori estimate for ||w||¿00(0).
L°°(n) '
Lemma 2.2. Let u £ W2' "(Si) be a strong solution of Dirichlet's problem (1.1) and suppose conditions ( 1.2) and ( 1.6) to be satisfied. Then = ili»IU(n) + C(n, diamQ, \Wi\\L"(a))\\u2\\L"w. Replacing u by -u in the above arguments we arrive at an estimate for u from below that completes the proof of (2.1 ). d 2.2. A priori estimate for the modulus of continuity of u. We shall derive later an estimate for the L2"(r2)-norm of the gradient Du based on the W2> q estimates for linear elliptic equations with VMO coefficients [CFL2]. For, we need to control the FAfO-moduli of the composition a'J(x, u(x)). Lemma 2.1 reduces this problem to an a priori bound for the continuity modulus of the solution u of (1.1). On the other hand the function u(x) solves an uniformly elliptic equation, and having in mind the growth condition (1.5) it is easy to derive an a priori bound for some Holder norm of u(x) that automatically provides the desired control on the modulus of continuity. This bound for the Holder norm is obtained by the technique due to Krylov and Safonov which generalizes classical estimates of De Giorgi-Nash-Moser, and it is based on the weak Harnack inequalities. Proof See [GT, Lemma 15.4] for the interior Holder bound. The boundary estimate follows in the same manner using the boundary Harnack inequality [GT, Theorem 9.27 ]. What we need in addition is information about oscdçiU that follows from Morrey's lemma, u = cp on 8Si, cp £ W2'" , and 8Si £ C1'1. G 2.3. A priori estimate for L2"(Si) norm of the gradient Du . The crucial step in proving our existence result is ensured by the possibility to derive an a priori bound for ||Z>w|| 2 in terms of ||«||¿oo(n) • The method used here is inspired by Amann-Crandall's [AC] approach in obtaining L°° gradient estimate for semilinear equations with continuous coefficients. 
Fixing the solution u(x) of (1.1) we consider now (cf. [AC] ) the one-parameter-family of Dirichlet problems What we know about (2.4) at this moment is that v = 0. solves (2.4) if a = 0, and solution u(x) of (1.1) satisfies (2.4) if er = 1 . The strategy we will follow is to estimate ||L>i>rj2|| 2" in terms of \\Dvai \\l2" assuming er2 -oi > 0 to be sufficiently small. Then if the problem (2.4) is uniquely solvable for each value er £ [0, 1] it will be possible to derive the estimate (2.2) after iteration of Wx> 2"(f2)-norms of va , er < 1 . Proposition 2.5. Let va, , va, £ W2-"(Si) solve (2A) for ox <a2. Then (2.5) \\vBi -va2\\LX{n¡ <(cT2-cjx)(uo + \\u\\L<x>{a)), v0 = l'GNIi.oooe,).
Proof. Putting w = va¡ -vai and defining the linear elliptic operator 3f = Aij(x)Du + Bi(x)Di -bx(x),
by virtue of (1.5). Thus 3f(w(x) -(a2 -«70(1/0 + ||«||toc(Qj)) > 0 a.e. Si and w(x) = (ax -o2)cp(x) < (a2 -ox)(u0 + \\u\\LOBm) on 8Si. It follows from maximum principle (recall 0 < bx(x) £ L"(Si))
w(x)<(ct2-ctx)(vo + \\u\\loo ) in Si.
In the same way 3f(w(x) + (o2 -ax)(vo + \\u\\LaBm)) < 0 a.e. Si and w(x) > -(o2 -ox)(uo + \\u\\LOO(il)) on 8Si, that implies
Thus IMU(Q) = IK -va2\\LOO{a) < (a2 -ox)(vo + \\u\\Leem). O Remark 2.6. In the special case ax = o2 the estimate (2.5) provides an uniqueness result for (2.4) for each fixed a . Now, let ox < a2 be two arbitrary numbers and suppose there exist solutions u", and Vg2 of (2.4). The difference w -va¡ -vai £ W2' "(Si) solves ÍAiJ(x)Duw = (ctx -o2)C(x) -B(x)(\Dvai\2 -\Dva2\2) + bx(x)w a.e. Si + 11 ©II , + \\w\\,
We note that the constant C above depends on n, k, p, v, ||a||LOO(ö), lk;(-> 0)ILoo(n), Si, ||«||t00(Q),andthe FA/O-moduli of A¡'(x). On the other hand Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.3 show that the dependence of the VMOmodulus of A'J(x) on u is through ||«||t00(ni only. Thus using representations (2.3), as well as estimate (2.5) for ||í¿)||¿30(£2| we obtain i; ) (2.6) IMI 2 " <c(l + p>tü||2, +\\Dvai\\\ )
and the new constant C does not depend on ox -o2. Application of Gagliardo-Nirenberg's interpolation inequality [N, p. 125] and (2.5) leads to IIZHflH^ < ÄTIli^wll^.lltoli^ < K(o2 -ox)(vo + \\u\\L^a))\\D2w\\L"w (the constant K depends on n , Si but not on w), and utilizing (2.6) we arrive at \\DW\\22 <c(l+(cr2-crOI|£H|2, +||D^,||22 )
where C is independent of er,.
If we assume now a2 -ax < â with Co <| we have (2-7) ||^2||J2"(n)<C' + C"||Z),ff|||22"(n)
(recall w = va¡ -vai ) whenever o2-ox < ô. Here the constants C and C" depend on n, k, p, v, Si, ||w|U(il), and \\<p\\w2,n{a) ■ In particular, if we put ox = 0 and er2 = ô above, the uniqueness assertion (Remark 2.6) and (2.7) show Thus Leray-Schauder's theorem [GT, Theorem 11.3] The first term in the right-hand side above tends to 0 as h -> 0 by means of (1.5) and continuity of the Nemytskii operator defined by b ( [FK, Theorem 16 .11]). The same conclusion is valid for the second term because of the boundedness of ||D2u/,||L"(S2), (1.3) and \\vh -v\\LOO{a) -» 0. Thus uh -► u in W2' "(SX) that proves the continuity of &~. To assert the existence of a fixed point of &, i. e. of a solution of (1.1), it remains to prove the a priori estimate Applying the Aleksandrov-Pucci maximum principle we obtain w(x) < suplí; < supiü+ = 0 (w = 0 on 8Si) n+ aa+ that shows w < 0 in Si. Analogously, replacing w by -w above we have iu>0,i.e. « = » in fi. D Corollary 1.5 can be proved in the same fashion. Indeed u, v £ W2' q(Si) c Clil-ï(Q) (8Si £ C1-1) now, and b'(x) = b3(x, u(x), Du(x), Dv(x)). signDjUi(x) £ L"(Si) again, by virtue of (1.7').
